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favourite galaxy from a time long ago and so very far away? Star Wars…
obviously (if you had no idea what I was referring to, please know you’ve
wounded me). The epic saga of a 9 film science fiction opera spacenanza
(yes, yet another made up word) has finally come to a close, culminating in
its most recent entry: The Rise of Skywalker. Naturally, our diehard Star
Wars loyalists here at Meadowcroft (Warren, Josh and ahem… Mr Hunter)
were ecstatic over the prospect of experiencing such an event together,
perfectly coinciding with the school’s end of term and the dawn of the
Christmas Holiday period! Better still, our school’s resident comedian, Jake
(a consistent mocker of the galaxy far far away) went out of his way to
catch up on all things Star Wars just to see what all the fuss was about!
Leeds Showcase cinema was the venue of choice, Jake managing to inhale a
few of the series’ films before Friday the 20th, ‘Meadowcroft’s Star Wars day’
(I know right, how creative).
Now, one member of our clan of Jedi (Josh) was particularly skeptical,
unsure as to whether the ‘Rise Of Skywalker’ would really be “all that”. He’d
been let down before, with the series’ prior entry being described as “quite
naff”. However, his best bud and padawan (Warren) kept the spirit of Star
Wars burning, wearing a grin that could only matched by late great Kit Fisto
(and boy, that alien can smile).
BUT WAIT, WAS IT ANY GOOD? WAS JOSH RIGHT? AND DID JAKE WATCH
ENOUGH TO HAVE THE FOGGIEST CLUE WHAT WAS HAPPENING?!
Alas, laughs were heard, tears were shed… and Josh? Well. When he was
asked by Mr Hunter for his thoughts, he simply placed a hand on his
teacher’s shoulder, heaved a Vader rivalling sigh and said…
“I thought it was bloody brilliant”.
So there you have it. If that isn’t a glowing endorsement, what the hell is!?
Okay sure, jake still had no idea what was happening… but he did feel
compelled to admit that…
“…lightsabers are pretty boss”.
HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE HOLIDAYS, EVERYONE!

